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Abstract

This paper introduces PnG BERT, a new encoder model for neural TTS. This model is augmented from the original BERT model, by taking both phoneme and grapheme representations of text as input, as well as the word-level alignment between them. It can be pre-trained on a large text corpus in a self-supervised manner, and fine-tuned in a TTS task. Experimental results show that a neural TTS model using a pre-trained PnG BERT as its encoder yields more natural prosody and more accurate pronunciation than a baseline model using only phoneme input with no pre-training. Subjective side-by-side preference evaluations show that raters have no statistically significant preference between the speech synthesized using a PnG BERT and ground truth recordings from professional speakers.

Index Terms: neural TTS, self-supervised pre-training, BERT

1. Introduction

The advances of neural network-based text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis in the past a few years have closed the gap between synthesized speech and professional human recordings in terms of naturalness [1, 2]. Such neural networks typically consist of an encoder which encodes the input text representation into hidden states, a decoder which decodes spectrogram frames or waveform samples from the hidden states, and an attention or a duration-based upsampler connecting the two together [1–13].

Many early such works take characters of text as input, to demonstrate their capability of being an “end-to-end” model (i.e., text-analysis-free) [1, 3, 8]. More recent works often use phonemes as input, to achieve better stability and generalize better beyond their training sets [2, 9–16]. However, phoneme-based models may suffer from the ambiguity of the representation, such as on homophones. For example, the sentence “To cancel the payment, press one; or to continue, two.” is a pattern used frequently by conversational AI agents for call centers. In the phoneme representation, the trailing “..., two.” can be easily confused with “..., too.”, which is used more frequently in English. However, in natural speech, different prosody is expected at the comma positions in these two patterns – the former expects a moderate pause at the comma, while having no pause sounds more natural for the latter.

Phoneme and grapheme representations have been combined before in TTS [17–20], most commonly by concatenating grapheme-based embeddings to phoneme embeddings [18–20]. However, such approaches face challenges on handling alignment between phonemes and grapheme-based tokens, often require using word-level embeddings (thus a large vocabulary but inapplicable to duration-based models). More importantly, it may not fully exploit phoneme-grapheme relationships because of the simple architecture of the attention mechanism.

Self-supervised pre-training on large text corpora, using language model (LM) or masked-language model (MLM) objectives, has proven to be successful in natural language processing in the past decade. Such pre-training has been applied to TTS for improving the performance both in low-resource scenarios [19] and high-resource scenarios [20–22], by using embeddings at sub-word-level [20, 21], word-level [19], or sentence-level [21, 22]. Among the model architectures used for pre-training, BERT is one of the most successful ones, and is often adopted for related works in TTS [20–23]. However, in these works, the pre-training is only performed on graphemes; no phoneme-grapheme relationship has been explored.

This paper introduces PnG BERT, an augmented BERT model that can be used as a drop-in replacement for the encoder in typical neural TTS models, including attention-based and duration-based ones. PnG BERT can benefit neural TTS models by taking advantages of both phoneme and grapheme representations, as well as by self-supervised pre-training on large text corpora to better understand natural language in its input. Experimental results show that the use of a pre-trained PnG BERT model can significantly improve the naturalness of synthesized speech, especially in terms of prosody and pronunciations. Subjective side-by-side preference evaluations show that raters have no statistically significant preference between the speech synthesized using PnG BERT and ground truth recordings from professional speakers. Audio samples are available online\textsuperscript{1}.

2. PnG BERT

The PnG BERT model is illustrated in Figure 1. It takes both phonemes and graphemes as input, and can be used directly as the encoder in a neural TTS model. It follows the original BERT architecture [24], except for differences in the input and the output, and pre-training and fine-tuning procedures. It also bears some similarity to XLM [25], a cross-lingual language model.

2.1. Background: BERT

The original BERT model [24] is essentially a Transformer encoder [26], pre-trained using a masked language model (MLM) objective on a text corpus. It can take inputs composed of multiple sentences, identified with a segment ID. A special token CLS is prepended to the first segment, which can be used in an extra classification objective in addition to the MLM objective. Another special token SEP is appended to each segment, indicating segment boundaries. The input to BERT is represented as the sum of a token embedding, a segment embedding and a position embedding.

\textsuperscript{1}https://google.github.io/tacotron/publications/pgn_bert/
2.2. Input representation

The input to PnG BERT is composed of two segments (i.e. subsequences), which are two different representations of the same content. The first segment is a phoneme sequence, containing individual IPA phonemes as tokens. The second segment is a grapheme sequence, containing subword units from text as tokens. The special tokens CLS and SEP are added in the same way as in the original BERT. All tokens share the same ID space for embedding lookup and MLM classification.

In addition to the token, segment and position embeddings the original BERT uses, a fourth word-position embedding is used by PnG BERT, providing word-level alignment between phonemes and graphemes. This embedding is implemented with the same sinusoidal functions as the regular position embedding, but using the index of the word each phoneme or grapheme belongs to as the input position. An additional learned linear projection is applied to the sinusoidal signals in order to avoid confusion with the regular position embedding. All four embeddings are summed together.

Figure 1 shows a visualized example of such construction of the input.

2.3. Pre-training

Similar to the original BERT model, PnG BERT can be pre-trained on a plain text corpus in a self-supervised manner. Phonemes are obtained using an external grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) conversion system, while graphemes can be characters, bytes, or obtained using a subword text tokenizer, such as WordPiece [27], SentencePiece [28], or byte-pair encoding (BPE) [29]. Only the MLM objective is used during pre-training.

2.3.1. Masking strategy

The input to PnG BERT consists of two distinct sequences representing essentially the same content. If random masking was applied as in the original BERT model, the counterpart of a token masked in one sequence could present in the other sequence. This would make the MLM prediction significantly easier and would reduce the effectiveness of the pre-training. To avoid this issue, we apply random masking at word-level, consistently masking out phoneme and grapheme tokens belonging to the same word.

We use the same masking categories and ratios used during the original BERT pre-training process: both the phonemes and graphemes for 12% random words are replaced by MSK tokens; both the phonemes and graphemes for another 1.5% random words are replaced by random phonemes and graphemes, respectively; both the phonemes and graphemes for another 1.5% random words are kept unchanged. The MLM loss is computed only on tokens corresponding to these 15% words.

Alternative strategies may be used. In Section 3.1 we experimented with increasing the masking ratios of the original random masking. Another choice is to apply masking in phoneme-to-grapheme (P2G) and G2P-like manners, i.e., masking out all tokens in one segment and keeping all tokens in the other.

2.4. Fine-tuning

The PnG BERT model can be used as an input encoder for typical neural TTS models. Its weights can be initialized from a pre-trained model, and further fine-tuned during TTS training. We freeze the weights of the embeddings and the lower Transformer layers, and only fine-tune the higher layers, to prevent degradation due to the smaller TTS training set and to help the generalization ability of the trained TTS model. The MLM objective is not used during TTS fine-tuning.

Only the hidden states from the final Transformer layer on the phoneme token positions are passed to the downstream TTS components (e.g., the attention or the duration-based upsampler), as illustrated in Figure 1. Despite these hidden states are only from the phoneme positions, they can carry information from the graphemes because of the self-attention mechanism in the PnG BERT model itself.

In the experiments in the next section, we use a NAT TTS model [2], and replace the original RNN-based encoder with PnG BERT. We anticipate that the PnG BERT model can be applied to other neural TTS model architectures, too.

3. Experiments

To evaluate the performance of PnG BERT, we conducted experiments on a monolingual multi-speaker TTS task. PnG BERT is used to replace the original RNN-based encoder in NAT [2], a duration-based neural TTS model. It produces mel-spectrograms which are converted into the final waveforms
using a WaveRNN-based neural vocoder [30].

In all the experiments, the PnG BERT model used 6 Transformer layers with hidden size 512 and 8 attention heads, pre-trained using the SM3 optimizer [31] with a batch size of 24K for 1M steps and a maximum sequence length of 480 tokens. The remainder of the TTS models used the same architecture and hyperparameters as in [2], except that we trained them with a larger batch size of 512 for 450K steps (same for the standard NAT model used as a baseline). The top 2 Transformer layers in PnG BERT were fine-tuned, with the rest part frozen.

The performance of the TTS models was evaluated through subjective listening tests on the naturalness, including 5-scale mean opinion score (MOS) tests and 7-scale (~3 to 3) side-by-side (SxS) preference tests. In the SxS preference tests, loudness normalization is applied consistently on the all samples in both side. All subjective tests were conducted using at least 1,000 samples. Each rater was allowed to rate no more than 6 samples in one test.

### 3.1. Pre-training performance

We pre-trained the PnG BERT model on a plain text corpus mined from Wikipedia, containing 131M English sentences. A proprietary text normalization engine [32] was used to convert the text into the corresponding phoneme sequences. A SentencePiece model [28] with a vocabulary of 8,192 tokens was used for tokenizing text into subwords (i.e., graphemes).

We compared multiple pre-training strategies for PnG BERT (Sec. 2.3.1). For word-level consistent masking, the same masking ratios (15% in total) as the original BERT were used; otherwise, we doubled the masking ratios (to 30% in total) since the objective was easier. As Table 1 shows, the word-level consistent masking makes the MLM prediction significantly harder than simply doubling the random masking ratios; it also makes the trained model perform worse in the G2P and P2G evaluations. Providing word-level alignment between phonemes and graphemes (i.e., word position embedding) significantly helped the MLM prediction and brought G2P and P2G accuracy to a very high level. However, as shown in the following subsections, these metrics did not foretell the performance on the downstream TTS tasks.

Figure 2 shows plots of the self-attention probabilities across PnG BERT layers, without providing word-level alignment. The trident-shaped distribution in the higher layers indicates that the model learns the alignment between phonemes and graphemes, and effectively combines information from both. Such trident-shaped distribution emerges starting from the bottom layer when word-level alignment is provided, suggesting that the PnG BERT learns more effectively in such case, which is consistent with the other experiment results.

### 3.2. TTS performance

We trained multi-speaker TTS models on a proprietary dataset consisting of 243 hours of American English speech, recorded by 31 professional speakers, downsampling to 24 kHz. The amount of recording per speaker varies from 3 to 47 hours.

#### 3.2.1. Ablation studies

We conducted ablation studies using three evaluation text sets slightly modified from [20]: a “generic lines” set with 1,000 generic lines (the same set as in [2]), including long inputs (corresponding to up to more than 20 seconds of audio); a “hard lines” set with 286 lines\(^4\), containing, e.g., titles and long noun compounds, expected to be hard; and a “questions” set with 300 questions, as questions are prosodically different from statements. These lines were synthesized using 10 speakers (5 male and 5 female), in a round-robin fashion for the generic lines set (resulting in 1,000 utterances), and a cross-join fashion for the hard lines and questions sets (resulting in 2,860 and 3,000 utterances, respectively).

The results are reported in Table 2. It can be seen that using pre-trained PnG BERT significantly improved the performance of NAT. The best result was achieved by using word-level consistent masking, providing the word-level phoneme-grapheme alignment, and pre-training on a large text corpus. When PnG BERT was not pre-trained, the TTS model performed worse than the baseline on the generic line set. Further check revealed that it was due to the trained model not generalizing well to inputs longer than what was seen during training, which is a known limitation of Transformer [33, 34]. Nevertheless, it outperformed the baseline on shorter evaluation sets, possibly from the benefit of using both phoneme and grapheme as input.

It is interesting to note that the PnG BERT model with the highest G2P and P2G accuracy during pre-training performed worse than the ones with significantly lower G2P and P2G accuracy. This could be because it had the easiest objective during pre-training (reflected by the highest MLM accuracy) and, using a WaveRNN-based neural vocoder [30].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>MOS</th>
<th>SxS (vs Ground truth)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ground truth</td>
<td>4.47 ± 0.05</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAT (Baseline)</td>
<td>4.45 ± 0.05</td>
<td>−0.11 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAT w/ PnG BERT</td>
<td>4.47 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.02 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 1: Pre-training performance of PnG BERT, measured by token prediction accuracy using 3 different evaluation-time masking. (MLM: same random masking as training time; G2P / P2G: masking out all phonemes / graphemes, respectively.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MLM</th>
<th>G2P</th>
<th>P2G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PnG BERT</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td>50.9</td>
<td>33.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o consistent masking</td>
<td>96.8</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>95.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o word alignment</td>
<td>94.9</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>39.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^3\) Loudness normalization is critical in SxS preference tests, as raters tend to be biased towards louder samples.

---

\(^4\) Available at https://google.github.io/chive-prosody/chive-bert/dataset
3.2.2. Subjective rater comments

In the SxS tests, on positive examples, raters comments often mentioned better “prosody”, “tone”, “stress”, “inflection”, or “pronunciation”; on negative examples, the comments often mentioned worse “inflection”, “stress”, or “unnatural distortion”. These comments are consistent with the foregoing analysis, confirming that the improvement are primarily from better natural language understanding and thus improved prosody in the synthesized speech.

3.2.3. Comparison to ground truth recordings

Lastly, we conducted subjective SxS preference tests against ground truth recordings held out from training. We randomly sampled 100 utterances of each of the 10 speakers, and compared the synthesized audios with the ground truth recordings. The results in Table 3 show that raters had no statistically significant preference between the ground truth recordings from professional speakers and the speech synthesized using PnG BERT.

4. Conclusions

We proposed PnG BERT, an augmented BERT model that takes both phoneme and grapheme representations of text as its input. We also described a strategy for effectively pre-training it on a large text corpus in a self-supervised manner. PnG BERT can be directly used as an input encoder for typical neural TTS models. Experimental results showed that PnG BERT can significantly improve the performance of NAT, a state-of-the-art neural TTS model, by producing more natural prosody and more accurate pronunciation. Subjective side-by-side preference evaluation showed that raters had no statistically significant preference between the speech synthesized using PnG BERT and the ground truth recordings from professional speakers.
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